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SANDRA DAVIS
MISHCON DE REYA
Davis has almost
singlehandedly
FIRM SIZE
grown Mishcon’s
INTERNATIONAL
family
HOURLY RATE
department,
£610
which she has
FOCUS
BIG-MONEY
headed since
DIVORCES
1981, into its
current behemoth. She is the
lawyer of choice for notable
HNWs (‘I don’t deal with the
middle level of income,’ she says)
and has acted for Princess Diana,
Jerry Hall, Tamara Mellon and
Thierry Henry, among others.
Specialising in complex
international financial
settlements, child disputes and
pre-nups, Davis is working on
cases with hundreds of millions
of pounds under dispute. She has
recently acted for Sir Chris
Hohn’s former wife, Jamie
Cooper-Hohn, who received
£337 million in what is believed
to be the largest divorce
settlement awarded by an
English judge. A client told
OUTSTANDING
IN FIELD

Spear’s that Davis ‘was fiercely
protective’ of them and ensured
their children ‘remained the
number one priority’.
A frequent broadcaster and
chairperson, The Times Law
Panelist is admired by rivals for
her tough but fair approach. One
says: ‘She is a very persuasive
operator who, in a graceful way,
strives to obtain the best results
on behalf of her clients.’
Having the respect of peers is
important to Davis as she says it
helps the outcome of the case: ‘I
try to make sure that I establish a
good working relationship with
the lawyer on the other side so
that I don’t get in the way of a
settlement. This is not about my
personal ego. I don’t feel I need
to win at all costs, I feel I need to
find a solution that works — one
that includes the needs of the
children.’

STEPHEN FOSTER
STEWARTS LAW
OUTSTANDING
IN FIELD
FIRM SIZE

INTERNATIONAL
HOURLY RATE

UNDISCLOSED
FOCUS

HIGH-VALUE
DIVORCES,
COMPLEX
FINANCES

The personable
Foster is happy
to share with
Spear’s his
predictions for
his beloved
Wales rugby
team before
taking a fairly

seamless segue into law. ‘Family
law and litigation are a little bit
like rugby in that you need to
adapt to your opponents and
conditions,’ he says. ‘I enjoy
litigation when it’s necessary,
but I think that if I have a
strength it’s the ability to see
early on what’s possible and
how to achieve it.’
That mode of thinking is
something the former judo
champion is proud of. His last
major reported case was
Goldstone in 2010 and that’s
because he aims, he says, to
keep his clients away from the
duress of public litigation.
‘Confidentiality and discretion
are an absolute. I have a case on
at the moment for a very
colourful entrepreneur, allegedly
a billionaire — the last thing he
wants is his case in the papers.’
Low profiles are key when
dealing with cases worth more
than £500 million. ‘One of the
reasons I’m attractive is because
clients don’t want their dirty
linen washed in public. Complete
discretions is our hallmark.’ He
also emphasises teamwork,
dismissing the ‘overbaked and
overrated personalities’ of
‘gladiatorial individuals’.
One client highlighted Foster’s
ability to ‘radiate confidence’,
while a leading QC credited the
department head with

assembling ‘far and away the best
divorce team in London’. Maybe
Foster’s own emphasis on
‘innovative and elegant solutions’
might find an audience in the
Welsh rugby team’s training
camp.

MARK HARPER
HUGHES FOWLER
CARRUTHERS
Harper does not
kowtow: ‘He
FIRM SIZE
does not care
BOUTIQUE
whose toes he
HOURLY RATE
treads on in
£550
pursuing his
FOCUS
MULTIclients’
JURISDICTION,
objectives,’ a
PRE-NUPS
peer says of the
former Withers partner. It’s not
something he disagrees with,
saying that despite his own
establishment background he’s a
meritocrat with ‘no truck for the
old-school world’.
He criticises contemporaries
for ‘toadying’ to those they see as
important, before demonstrating
that he’s no sycophant. ‘I can
think of one QC who has never
liked me since I told him his
draft pre-nup was rubbish and I
wanted a reduction in his fee,’ he
says. ‘It was so appalling I had to
bin it. We charge high-level fees,
so clients expect 110 per cent.’
OUTSTANDING
IN FIELD

500

Mark Harper
Hughes Fowler Carruthers
This forthrightness contrasts
with his subtlety as a technical
lawyer who often focuses on
same-sex cases and crossjurisdiction matters.
He admits he was once
laughed at for proposing a
meeting of twenty EU state
lawyers to determine some
coherent family law legislation.
Now, as president of the
European chapter of the IAML,
he is lobbying Brussels for just
that. The jocular Harper is

Frances
Hughes
regarded by clients as a leading
intellect. He says: ‘One major
client rang me and said: “What is
your brilliant idea for today?” I
find it humbling that a client
thinks I come up with brilliance.’
The praise continues. A peer
told us: ‘Mark has the intellectual
rigour to outwit every opponent
in a jurisdiction case.’
Away from work one of his
distractions is classic cars, the
iconic Jaguar E-type being a
favourite.

TIM BISHOP QC
1 HARE COURT
Bishop is the
easy-going
first choice to
fellow
HOURLY RATE
pre-eminents
£500
like Diana
FOCUS
UHNW
Parker and
FINANCIAL
Baroness
REMEDIES,
INTERNATIONAL Shackleton,
CASES
for whom he
acted as junior counsel in
McCartney v Mills-McCartney.
‘It was a fantastic experience,
both in terms of the legal issues
involved and the high profile,
and all of the drama, borne
of the very complicated
relationship between husband
OUTSTANDING
IN FIELD
FIRM SIZE

BOUTIQUE

// family

and wife,’ he says.
Bishop mentored as a junior
under the legendary Nicholas
Mostyn QC. He says he still
feels ‘extremely privileged’ at
having had access to the
‘amazing work, and the
practitioner’ from whom he
learnt an ‘enormous amount’.
Called to the bar in 1991 and
a silk since 2011, the
Cambridge-educated barrister
specialises in international
cases — particularly concerning
financial remedies, jurisdiction
disputes and Schedule 1
(financial provision for children
of unmarried parents) claims.
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SPEAR’S
Spear’s is the multi-award-winning wealth management and luxury lifestyle
media brand whose flagship magazine has become a must-read for the ultrahigh-net-worth (UHNW) community.
It is required reading for the affluent financial services community, including the bankers, lawyers and family
offices who advise the ultra wealthy. Since its launch in 2006, Spear’s has established itself as Europe’s leading
wealth management authority, as well as being known for its witty and incisive commentary on business,
lifestyle and culture. Using print, digital, events, awards and research-based products and services, Spear’s
is uniquely placed to connect financial and luxury brands to this exclusive and elusive audience.
The Spear’s readership is made up of extremely wealthy individuals and families and ranges from hedge fund
managers to property developers, rock stars to Rich-Listers, entrepreneurs and entertainers.

The Reputation

Our expert analysis of key firms and individuals in the Spear’s indices and The Spear’s 500 has led the media
to refer to us as the ‘Forbes of Europe’ and ‘The New Yorker of finance’. Our authoritative and internationally
respected Indices are quoted and written up in The Times, the Evening Standard, GQ, Newsweek and more.
With our focus on the best client-facing individuals rather than just firms, Spear’s and The Spear’s 500 are
regarded as the top guides to the sharpest and most experienced luxury asset advisers, wealth managers and
lawyers around today.
Ever since Spear’s was founded in 2006, (we are celebrating our 10th Anniversary in May 2016) when the
first Spear’s Index of high net worth wealth managers was reproduced in The Times, the Spear’s Indices have
profiled and recommended the top professionals across the wealth management sector. They have been at
the heart of what makes us the UK’s top wealth management and HNW lifestyle Media Company.
At the heart of Spear’s is an unrivalled methodology for compiling the Indices (both within the magazine and
The Spear’s 500) including HNW client referrals, which will make them even more transparent, informed
and authoritative. They are backed up by Spear’s in-house research and analysis, underpinned by peer
reviews, interviews and questionnaires.
Over the last few years, the Spear’s Research Unit have been assessing thousands of individuals within
each sector to identify the best, brightest and most experienced specialists within their own fields.

the index // uhnw wealth managers

Charlie Hoffman
HSBC Private Bank
he’ll often be providing advice
on succession planning not just
for the next generation, but for
the next two after that as well.
Fortunately clients are well
served by Smith & Williamson,
which provides both fiduciary
and tax-structuring services.

CHARLIE HOFFMAN
HSBC PRIVATE BANK
David Cobb
Smith & Williamson
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DAVID COBB
SMITH &
WILLIAMSON
A degree in
electrical
FIRM SIZE
engineering
UK
might not seem
FOCUS
like the most
FAMILIES
natural path
into wealth management, but it
has clearly served Cobb well.
DISTINGUISHED
INDIVIDUAL
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Thirty years at Smith &
Williamson have seen him rise to
co-CEO and head of the firm’s
investment management and
banking division. Aptly, his firm’s
fortunes mirror his success:
Smith & Williamson has turned
its mid-Eighties AuM of
£90 million into £16 billion.
Cobb’s clients are now made
up of just a handful of longestablished families, although he
says there is still considerable
range: from ‘heritage assets and
landed estates whose wealth has
built up over a number of
generations’ to ‘successful
entrepreneurs and others whose
wealth has been generated more
recently, such as through the
sale of a business’.
Such liquidity events mean

Despite the
OUTSTANDING
IN FIELD
news that
FIRM SIZE
HSBC Private
INTERNATIONAL
Bank allegedly
FOCUS
abetted tax
HEDGE
FUNDS AND
avoidance
ALTERNATIVE
through clients’
INVESTMENTS
Swiss bank
accounts, Hoffman is upbeat:
‘We’ve had little or no fallout —
all our clients have been
extremely supportive. It’s
business as usual.’
That business has been helped
by an increase in investment
returns as clients benefit from a
‘benign’ economy and the rise in
the number of mergers and
acquisitions that he predicted
last year. But it’s alternative
investments that the skydiving
Hoffman is best known for,
championing his extensive
research team as well as his own
experience in hedge funds: ‘Our
alternatives team has an enviable
track record dating back to 1989.’

the index // uhnw wealth managers

Amit Kotha
RBC Wealth Management
That gives him access to some
of the best hedge fund managers
in the world, which is useful,
‘especially when you consider
public markets might be sliding
sideways in the next twelve to
eighteen months’.
His AuM has gone up by
$400 million since last year,
prompting ‘easy meetings’ with
clients, many of whom know a
thing or two about investment
themselves: ‘We’re very fortunate:
we look after a lot of the significant
wealth creators in the UK.’

AMIT KOTHA
RBC WEALTH
MANAGEMENT
Kotha is one of
OUTSTANDING
IN FIELD
RBC Wealth
FIRM SIZE
Management’s
INTERNATIONAL
best assets in
FOCUS
London. Few
SOUTH AND
SOUTH-EAST
bankers enjoy
ASIAN UHNWS
such trust and
respect among the UK’s growing
number of South-East Asian
UHNW residents, giving the
Canadian bank a clear advantage.
These clients are, he says, quite
selective and don’t want to deal
with banks whose reputation isn’t
sound: ‘It is a challenging
environment and many banks
have suffered reputationally,
without naming names,’ he says.
But Kotha, who was promoted to

Kate Leppard
Cazenove Capital Management
managing director last year,
thinks that stricter regulation
and increased transparency have
helped RBC. ‘It gives us the peace
of mind that we are dealing with
the right clients — nobody wants
to deal with clients who are not
on the right side of the law or on
the right side of tax compliance.’
Kotha, who before joining
RBC looked after Indian
UHNWs at Citi, personally
manages the assets of five
billionaire families, all of which
are featured in the Sunday Times
Rich List. A client told Spear’s:
‘Over the last ten years or so, I
have reduced my relationships
with other banks and only use
RBC and more specifically Amit
Kotha... Not only does he advise
to the best of his ability, he takes
on his clients’ problems as his
own and thus has real empathy
when advising.’

KATE LEPPARD
CAZENOVE CAPITAL
MANAGEMENT
‘I don’t think
you can
overestimate the
INTERNATIONAL
regulatory
FOCUS
burden the
WEALTH
PRESERVATION
industry has
been through
over the last few years — a good
thing as a whole — and I think
OUTSTANDING
IN FIELD
FIRM SIZE

Robert McIntyre
Barclays
we’ve done a very good job,
by and large, to make sure it
doesn’t impact on clients
negatively,’ says Leppard.
After a degree in human
environmental sciences at
King’s College London, she
began her career in investment
banking as a stockbroker at
Quilter Goodison in 1987, before
joining Schroders in 1990. Her
credentials are impressive:
having previously worked as
head of private banking, she is
now deputy head of UK wealth
management across a book
worth £20 billion. Schroders,
which merged with Cazenove in
2013, posted record results for
2014, with a £25 billion inflow
pushing the group’s total AuM
to £300 billion.
One of the nominees for
Spear’s Private Banker of the Year
in 2014, she’s clear on what
separates the great from the
good: ‘Depth and breadth of
expertise — and being able to
draw from a wide knowledge
base. When it comes to HNW
and UHNW families, the stability
of the relationship is very
important... You need a
discretionary manager who is
forward-looking and who evolves
with time — and having a strong
relationship with the client,
where there’s a mutual
understanding, that makes all
the difference in the world.’

Penny Lovell
Close Brothers

PENNY LOVELL
CLOSE BROTHERS
As the head of
OUTSTANDING
private client
IN FIELD
FIRM SIZE
services, Lovell
UK
wants Close
FOCUS
Brothers Asset
FAMILY
BUSINESSES
Management to
become the
financial hub for family businesses.
Thanks to initiatives such as the
Family Business Club forum and
the Road Trip (a series of visits to
family-owned enterprises), Lovell
understands what multigeneration UHNW families want
from their advisers and ensures
that Close Bespoke — the unit
dedicated to the firm’s wealthiest
clients — offers those services.
She says clients are
increasingly concerned about
preserving wealth for future
generations: ‘They feel that some
of them didn’t take the savings
phase of their life as seriously as
they could and are trying to make
sure their children and
grandchildren realise the
importance of prudence.’
A client told Spear’s: ‘She
understands a family both as
individuals and as a unit, and this
makes communication and

reporting always a pleasure... Her
wealth of knowledge means she is
always able to find me interesting
connections and advisers across a
range of channels.’ Lovell also has
a warm personality and a good
sense of humour, which are not a
given in the industry.
She has spent over twenty
years in the wealth management
industry. As the daughter of an
IFA adviser and a mother whose
‘passion for the stock market and
the City would rival Mark
Carney’s’, she says her career
choice was ‘a natural step’.

ROBERT MCINTYRE
BARCLAYS
‘I don’t sit
OUTSTANDING
IN FIELD
there thinking
FIRM SIZE
they are of a
INTERNATIONAL
certain “type”,’
FOCUS
McIntyre says
PRODUCT
VARIETY
of his clients,
keen to
emphasise the attention to detail
he and his team give to each of
the families they look after.
Indeed, the keen sportsman’s
relationship with one client is
so good that he plays an
annual match against their
cricket team: ‘It’s the most
July // August 2015
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SPEAR’S BESPOKE BREAKFAST CLUB
Breakfast Club

Spear’s reputation gives us the unique ability to
gather together groups comprising the elite and
most highly regarded indivdiuals in their fields.
These events provide a opportunity for brands
and organisations to directly interact with these
highly targeted affluent, successful and influential
individuals including but not limited to:
Ultra high net worth wealth managers
High net worth wealth managers
Art advisers and collectors
Legal Counsel
Wine collectors
Business angels
Multi-Family Offices
the index // hnw wealth managers

With such a powerful group in one room, this
presents a unique and invaluable opportunity for
the right company to partner with the event, gaining
access to, and being positioned in front of, the key
influencers and advisors in the given sector.

Nicola Barber
James Hambro & Partners
in our office. Often the best
performing funds are the ones
you need to look more closely at
in times of stress.’
It’s telling that Barber says she
hasn’t had to work that hard to
bring in new clients — her track
record clearly speaks for itself:
‘We let clients sleep at night, we
think very hard, we invest
alongside our clients — we’re
trying to limit the downside and
capture most of the upside.’

It’s been a good
year for Boon, a
pragmatic,
UK
no-nonsense
3-YEAR DEFENSIVE RTN
managing
21.10%
director at Close
Brothers Bespoke.
He sounds happy with the
operation’s size, stability and
steering: ‘It’s not an ivory-tower,
command and control approach.
The investment process is
structured and disciplined — but
individual managers are part of
that process and indeed drive
that process. It’s driven by the
investment IP that all of us
possess around here.’
Boon highlights the firm’s
consistently positive client survey
results, the most recent of which
found that 96 per cent of the
firm’s customers are ‘satisfied’ or
‘very satisfied’ with the services
they receive (an impressive
result given the industry’s
OUTSTANDING
IN FIELD

T

With a representative from the partner company
being given the platform to deliver a keynote speech
at the event, on top of face-to-face networking
throughout the breakfast, this provides access to the
key players in the industry sector while positioning
the partner company as thought leaders and
innovators in their field.

CHRIS BOON
CLOSE BROTHERS

Chris Boon
Close Brothers
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NICOLA BARBER
JAMES HAMBRO &
PARTNERS
Barber is in a
celebratory
COMPANY SIZE
mood when she
UK
speaks to
3-YEAR DEFENSIVE RTN
Spear’s, James
30.8%
Hambro having
just marked its fifth birthday
with the increase of assets under
management to £1.8 billion,
ARC-beating portfolios and 80
OUTSTANDING
IN FIELD
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per cent growth in the charities
division she runs.
The day we talk she’s
celebrating her own anniversary
in wealth management, having
started in 1987 at Rothschild,
where she worked as an equity
analyst. That experience,
combined with her firm’s
formidable equity expertise, gives
clients plenty of alpha.
‘We don’t deprive a client of
any investment opportunity,’ she
says, highlighting the firm’s
alliance with J O Hambro Capital
Management, which sits
downstairs. Access to 35 equity
specialists means ‘we pre-empted
much of what happened when
China devalued’. She’s also been
scrutinising every single asset her
clients own: ‘We’ve ramped up
meetings directly with
management of companies here

COMPANY SIZE

November // December 2015

Format

8.30-9.00am
Coffee reception
9.00-9.30am
Breakfast
9.30-10.30am
Introduction and key note speech
from event partner and Q&A

Spear’s coverage

Photo coverage of the event in Spear’s magazine’s Shot Before Dawn
One native article online at spearswms.com, to be live on the site for 30 days
Dedicated Solos E-Shot sent to all attendees after the breakfast
One SOV MPU banner on 500.spearswms.com for 30 days after the event
Marketing collateral inserted into invitee’s event packs

the index // hnw wealth managers

James de Broë-Ferguson
Investec
notoriously demanding clientele).
Clients admire Boon, a Close
Brothers man since 1999. ‘Chris
was chosen to run funds for the
trust because we liked — and
continue to like — his solid
performance, transparency,
ability to reduce technical speak
to plain English, obvious ease
with the subject and a really good
back office function to keep the
administration in excellent
shape,’ says one.
They also like the fact that he
puts their interests above others’.
‘Some years ago I coined the
phrase “We are our clients’
advocates in the capital markets”,
and that is how I feel,’ says Boon,
emphasising the ‘perennials’ —
families, financial education and
‘helping clients understand their
investments and how they fit in
with their wider lives’.
In his spare time, the chartered
fellow of the Chartered Institute
for Securities & Investment
enjoys fishing on the Itchen
(‘When markets aren’t falling
over,’ he laughs).

JAMES DE BROËFERGUSON
INVESTEC
Fittingly for a
OUTSTANDING
IN FIELD
former marine
COMPANY SIZE
insurance
INTERNATIONAL
broker,
3-YEAR DEFENSIVE RTN
Broë-Ferguson
UNDISCLOSED
has a good
nautical turn of phrase when
discussing the market: ‘The

James Campbell-Johnst
Brewin Dolphin

Bandish Gudka
Vestra Wealth
medication of QE had put a
veneer of complacency across the
investment universe, so you have
these headwinds beginning to hit.
The storm, the squall, was out at
sea and it’s now making landfall.’
It seems he’s prepared for any
financial weather, though, with a
refreshingly realistic approach
and a healthy suspicion of
volatility pointing to the fact that
growth and balanced portfolios
have had similar returns since
the crash: ‘People have
retrenched to common sense.
The two aspirations [we have]
are to preserve capital so the
purchasing power remains
the same regardless of what
inflation has done over the
longer term and, secondly, to try
and make a return that is worth
your while investing.’
The former soldier has a track
record for protection, having kept
his current book since 2006,
despite the administration of the
Icelandic bank that owned his
firm. When that happened he
waterproofed clients’ portfolios
by selling out of banks and
property and was able,
eventually, to migrate them to
Investec, making sure they lost
no money and ‘with as seamless
an experience as possible’.
Away from work he enjoys
rugby and country pursuits as
well as gardening.

JAMES CAMPBELLJOHNSTON
BREWIN DOLPHIN
After five years
OUTSTANDING
IN FIELD
touring the
COMPANY SIZE
world with the
UK
army, the erudite
3-YEAR DEFENSIVE RTN
and charming
20.3%
CampbellJohnston took an MBA at
Edinburgh before starting out in
the world of finance. Having
been trusted with lives, he’s more
than happy to be trusted with
money, living by ‘the principle of
putting yourself in the shoes of
those for whom you are
responsible — we’re paid to do the
worrying. That in turn results in
trust and confidence, which leads
to continuity of the relationship
through the generations.’
Trust also comes from his
ability to weather volatility, having
shielded his clients’ money
during the dotcom bubble as well
as more recent crises. Feedback
remains good, even though
Brewin Dolphin has had to
economise its offering to smaller
clients: ‘We have found a solution
that is credible and cost-efficient
for these clients and actually it
has been received very well.’
Clients also appreciate his ‘GP’
approach, which allows him to
identify problems and be

‘proactive rather than
seeing things at the ac
surgery, making a diag
referring a specialist a
The Cresta Run vete
has a sense of mission
see Brewin continue to
force for good in the in
lobbying where neede
politicians and engagi
with the regulators.’

PETER GALE
C HOARE & CO

Gale
OUTSTANDING
IN FIELD
to see
COMPANY SIZE
initia
UK
suppo
3-YEAR DEFENSIVE RTN
entre
12.13%
beari
‘I’m very excited — w
been in this space for n
years now and it is sta
dividends,’ says the sen
banker. ‘They [entrepr
their senior advisers]
very time-poor with so
financial needs, but ab
require a high standar
and a personal relation
our service offering is
attractive to them.’
Dubbed a ‘brilliant
banker with excellent
wise strategy’ by a clie
focuses on providing a
service: ‘I helped an en
in the management bu
company. We complet
diligence and provided
short-term loan very q
A few years later, he re

